Detection of cerebral oxyhaemoglobin changes during vestibular Coriolis cross-coupling stimulation using near infrared spectroscopy.
Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) has been successful in monitoring cerebral haemodynamics when the subject is immobilized during surgery, and when there is a drastic depletion of blood from the cerebral cortex during positive acceleration. In this study, we monitored subtle changes of cerebral oxygen level using NIRS during vestibular stimulation. For the control conditions, cerebral oxygen status was monitored in six stationary subjects sitting upright, and while they executed head movements in the pitch axis with eyes opened and eyes closed. The experimental conditions involved the subjects making a head movement which required a 45 degrees pitch-down followed by a return to upright head movements 12 s later during yaw rotation (Coriolis cross coupling) at 10 and 20 rotations per minute (rpm) in a random order. Oxyhaemoglobin (O(2)Hb), deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb) and total haemoglobin levels were recorded every 0.5 s from both the parietal and the occipital lobe simultaneously. A significant rotation effect was observed in total Hb level changes from baseline in both regions. Occipital O(2)Hb increased significantly after the head movement with eyes opened at 20 rpm. Our findings appear to be consistent with previous vestibular studies that significant changes in brain blood flow occur during caloric stimulation. NIRS can be used to monitor discrete cortical blood flow changes resulting from vestibular and other forms of stimulation.